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United Group Limited secures $230m contract at Pluto LNG Project
Sydney: Engineering and property services company United Group Limited (ASX: UGL)
is pleased to announce a contract with Woodside to carry out construction services at
the $12 billion Pluto liquefied natural gas (LNG) Project.
UGL Resources, a subsidiary of UGL, has secured the contract valued at approximately
$230 million, to install major process modules and fabricate and install interconnecting
structural steel and pipe-work for the LNG train at Pluto.
The bulk of the contract, which is expected to run for 15 months beginning in April 2009,
will operate under a schedule of rates structure. The Pluto LNG Project is situated on
Western Australia’s Burrup Peninsula.
UGL Resources provides project delivery and asset services to the metals and minerals,
oil and gas, industrial processing and chemicals sectors.
UGL Managing Director & CEO Richard Leupen said the company’s involvement in the
Pluto LNG Project built on its past involvement in the LNG sector, which included works
on four of the five trains at the Woodside-operated North West Shelf Venture beginning
in 1984.
“We are pleased to be involved in the Pluto LNG Project given its importance to
Australia’s economy and Woodside’s target of making it the fastest-developed LNG plant
to date,” Mr Leupen said.
“As an Australian contractor we were particularly pleased to win this prestigious project
against international and domestic competition.
“UGL Resources’ expansion in LNG is particularly timely given indications that this sector
will remain an area of significant long-term development in Australia and overseas.”
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United Group Limited (ASX: UGL) is an engineering and property services company working in design
and construction, maintenance and facilities management. It consists of four businesses – UGL
Infrastructure, UGL Rail, UGL Resources and UGL Services – operating in Australia, New Zealand, Asia,
North America and the Middle East.
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